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December 30, 1996 | By Kenneth Lasson

IN MANY WAYS the year 1996  the one Before the Common Era, before the birth of Jesus  marked the destiny of
humankind as none other. The Great Flood had receded 340 years earlier. Noah and his children were still alive.
Abraham was a middleaged man. All the world's people were concentrated in Babylonia (now Iraq), speaking a
common language, living as one nation under idols.
At least they did until Nimrod came along and subjugated the Babylonians. Some say he began as a selfless spirit, only
later to be corrupted by power and turn into the first classic despot. He became a monarch with a mission, which was not
only to rule the world but to deny any divine involvement with it. The Deluge, he claimed, was a natural and predictable
event which occurred every 1,656 years.
Such irreverence was nothing new to Nimrod. A halfcentury earlier he had encouraged Abraham, who'd publicly
renounced idolatry even though his father manufactured and sold graven images: how ridiculous, he reasoned, to
worship clay figures that had been made the day before! Thus did Nimrod have Abraham thrown into a fiery furnace,
from which, according to Midrashic legend, he emerged unscathed. Unlike Nimrod, Abraham eschewed power in favor
of teaching ethics and morality to his people.
In the intervening years Nimrod concerned himself with the building of great cities as testimony to his own power and
invincibility. And in 1996 (B.C.E.) he is said to have commissioned the mother of all monuments  the Tower of Babel 
from which he could wage war against the Heavens. Yes, echoed the people: ''Come, let us build a tower with its top in
the heavens, and let us make a name for ourselves.'' (Genesis 11: 4)
For this deed, the Bible tells us, mankind was scattered over the face of the earth to form no fewer than 70 different
nations, each with its own language and selfinterest. Strife and discord ensued.
Close to two millenniums later the miracles of science and technology have once again made the world a smaller place,
but little has changed to bring people together as a unified moral force. What should be a common quest for peace and
justice is confounded by greed and ego. There is little love lost between blacks and whites, Irishmen and Englishmen,
Palestinians and Jews.
Which makes all the more remarkable the miracle of America, where respect for and protection of individual liberty
continues to be the essence of our national psyche. Although all good citizens are concerned about the country's major
ills  violent crime, poor public education, drug addiction  none would likely trade their native freedom to live anywhere
else.
In the 1996 just concluding, few Americans can fathom why Saddam Hussein is still in power in Iraq (once Babylonia),
why Serbs and Croats are at each other's throats, why Russians are having such a hard time adjusting to democracy, or
why oilwealthy Arabs with vast landholdings would like to see minuscule Israel reduced to dust.
Freedom of conscience is more alive and well here and now in the United States of America than perhaps anywhere
else at any other time in the history of the world.
Were Nimrod to seek power over our dominion, he'd be run out of town on a rail.
Had Abraham not been destined for the Promised Land, this is where he'd have found religious liberty. May others have
it so good in 1997.
Kenneth Lasson teaches civil liberties at the University of Baltimore School of Law.
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